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of the chief command in 1908, he found that the four commands
into which the army was organised were entirely separated one
from the other, and exercised complete and independent control
over their troops which were permanently localised within
their areas. Kitchener's greatest work in India was the trans-
lation of the ideal of one single Indian army into fact.
By 1908 all the regiments had been re-numbered and re-
named ; the system of dual control between the Commander-
in-Chief and the military member of the Viceroy's Council had
been abolished in favour of the former ; an Indian Staff College
had been set up; and after several successive schemes had been
tried, the whole of the British and Indian troops were organised
in two armies, the one of five, the other of four divisions and
some independent brigades, all ready to take the field, and
distributed and trained in peace under the leaders and in the
formations which would be theirs in time of war. This was a
vast improvement on anything yet seen or dreamed of in India
in the way of army organisation; but it had, among other
disadvantages, that of excessive centralisation of responsibility
for administrative matters at Headquarters. Measures to
amend this and other weak points were for financial reasons
long delayed, and were still in process of realisation when
the war of 1914, by throwing an unparalleled and undreamed-of
strain upon the machine, made its defects patent to the world.
This, however, takes us beyond the limits of our story.
At the outbreak of the Great War the army in India was
divided into a Field Army of 1.50,000 men and internal security
troops numbering 80,000—a total of 230,000 in all, of which
one-third were British and two-thirds Indian troops.
NOTES FOR FURTHER READING
There are several good short histories of the Indian Mutiny, such
as Sir E. Wood's ; but Rice Holmes* is the fullest, the most adequately
mapped, and in every way the best. Sir G. MacMunnhas recently retold
the story inadmirably Vivid and popular style. Of the longer works, Sir G.
Forrest's, though open to criticism on some points, has more or less
superseded Kaye's and Malleson's classic. There are a large number
of interesting lives, e.g. of Clyde by Shadwell, of Nicholson, Outram
and Hodson by Trotter, of Havelock by Marshman, and a classical
little narrative of the events at Cawnpore by Trevelyan, \vhich are
worth reading.
Amrt from the abridged Official History of the Second Afghan War
and Col. Hanna's larger work, the student will probably find Roberts*
story as told in his Forty-one Years in India sufficient for his purpose.
*or details of the operations in which Roberts took no part Emslie's
Lifttof Stewart may be referred to.
9 The Third Burmese War, as also all the frontier campaigns, are
at great length in the official Frontier and Overseas Expeditions

